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Like a mute in a monologue.
— Tom Stoppard, Rosencrantz & Guildenstern Are Dead



LETTERS FROM THE EDITORS
A new academic year means a new team, which means new introductions and new perspectives on 
writers, writing and relationships with both.

!is is what you can expect from the three editors behind In/Words Issue 12.1.

“!e poet in his tree of hell
will see life steadily and see it well”
– “Even Your Right Eye”, Phyllis Webb.

 At heart, we are all people-watchers. We see you make your mistakes, we see you trip and 
stumble, we see your proclamations of insanity and of bias, we hear your eyes’ stories and we know 
the way your mind works.
 A writer is someone who writes. If you scribbled a rhyming couplet in a birthday card to 
your parents, you’re a poet. If you thought about the letter you wrote to your lover chastising their 
lack of tact, you’re a writer. Take a word and follow it backwards down a path, at the end you’ll 
"nd a poet with a cup of co#ee and a notebook, telling your story. Yell at that poet and tell them 
you want to tell your own gorram story. Use expletives, point your "nger, shake your head, slam 
a door, throw a dinner plate. Make sure they understand that it’s your life. Not your roommates’, 
not your lover’s, not your parents’, not the person’s who caught your eye on the bus yesterday 
morning. Yours.
 If you have a friend who writes poetry, chances are you’ll be a muse in one of their pieces. 
I can guarantee that. I can also guarantee that there’s a second piece waiting to be written, where 
you edit, contradict, and dispute everything they said. For every piece of writing, there should be a 
reaction; for every piece of writing, there should be a response. Poetry especially is a dialogue. 
 Writing is sitting cross-legged on your bed at four in the morning because your ex called 
you and now you can’t sleep. Being a writer is scribbling words on the inside of your wrist be-
cause you can’t "nd any receipts and your phone is out of battery. Creating literature is thumbing 
through a book without even reading the individual words just in case it gives you something 
di#erent to the last time. Literature is knowing things, it’s thinking things, it’s not understanding 
things perfectly.
 Literature is just one line from a song on a merry-go-round inside your head. It’s heavy 
rain on an autumn evening, it’s a stranger’s footsteps echoing round a museum, it’s a late bus, an 
early alarm clock, a loud pigeon, doing laundry, drinking too much tequila, not drinking enough 
wine, laughing too loudly and complaining too quietly. Literature is those goosebumps on your



forearms in the middle of someone’s impassioned tirade and it’s the sentence in a documentary 
that jerks your eyelids up from their comfortable half-closed position. 
 It’s about disagreeing with every single word written on these pages. It’s about agree-
ing wholeheartedly with everything I’m saying. It’s about sitting on the fence so long you have 
painful red pockmarks on the backs of your thighs, as long as you tell someone that those pock-
marks fucking hurt, and the reasons why.
 !is is a collection of reasons why. 
 Literature isn’t about waiting to be asked for your opinion. It’s about jamming a door-
stop of ideas in the middle of someone else’s narrative.
— C$%&'( H)*+('

 !e best ideas, they say, are stumbled upon after a few pints in an unnecessarily noisy 
bar. Unfortunately, these ideas are regularly lost when they are screamed out over the table, usu-
ally losing the battle against the dance remix of a pop song I don’t care about. !ese late-night 
barstool ideas either su#er that fate or they’re simply forgotten by all parties at the table by the 
time morning and the hangover rolls on in.
 I personally have never been one to situate myself in front of a computer or a pad of 
paper, put on Chopin, and articulate a long-mulled-over idea in a piece of exceptional poetry or 
prose. I have never been one to feel the looseness of a few glasses of red wine ,owing through 
my veins and into a well-formed sentence or rhyme. Good god, I hardly ever rhyme anymore.
 Although we don’t always get along, although he doesn’t really get along with many 
people, although he is dead and rolling over in his grave for the idolization he is receiving from 
what is likely to be the worst possible crowd (if he ever did think himself "t to be a part of any 
sort of crowd), I frequently hate to admit that the work of Charles Bukowski re,ects my own 
opinions of writers and writing. In his poem “So you want to be a writer?” Bukowski o#ers 
cautionary advice to writers on how they should not approach writing, wrapping the message 
up into the lines “unless it comes out of/ your soul like a rocket,/ unless being still would/ drive 
you to madness or/ suicide or murder,/ don’t do it.”
 Now, I am in no way implying that every word and idea that slipped out of that man’s 
mouth was a nugget of gold, but Bukowski certainly did have his moments, and I certainly 
agree with this moment. I like to take away from that poem the following advice; don’t grapple 
over a lost thought from weeks ago. When it’s ready to come out, you will be able to write it. In 
this way, a piece of writing that was screaming to get out will always stand out against a piece 
that you had to squeeze onto the page with all your might. !ere always is and always will be 
something to scream about.
— C-'&. J/-*./*



 You will not become a better or more well-rounded student by publishing your stu# 
in this magazine. Writing helps you practice thinking and communicating, sure, but creative 
endeavours are not like getting extra credit for watching the classroom pet. It is regrettably true 
that many literary scholars don’t attend readings or talks given by writers in their communities, 
unless Mikey O. or Maggie A. is the featured reader. My head says that many non-tenured 
professors are overworked and underpaid and, despite their interest in their discipline and the 
groundbreaking texts that their students can produce, simply don’t have the time to attend 
readings. But my heart warns me that some academics are afraid of anything that’s new and 
not peer-reviewed. Your best lit profs will encourage you to imagine and generate new writing 
that will someday end up all over the department’s syllabi, even if they can’t make it out to your 
readings (or, for that matter, your Little League games). Your other lit profs might mutter things 
about not knowing for sure whether experimental literature will last, even though the avant-gar-
de is older than critical theory and Stephen Greenblatt. If this sentiment is dismaying, consider 
how it means that you can write whatever you want without the academy judging you. Your 
professors are right about the importance of reading, though. You can’t write poetry or "ction if 
you don’t ever read poetry or "ction. Go for the contemporary stu#, so that you know what the 
bunnies who are somebunnies are up to.

 Write from where you are in time and space and the culture that’s formed in between 
these (Stephen Greenblatt would want you to, after all.) Write about what Canada is or isn’t, 
about the highway or about how you wish your European ancestors had chosen some non-sto-
len land on which to freely practice Catholicism and anti-Stalinism and free love. Complain 
about a local poetry scene that’s a sausage-fest, or write about sex and/or life’s beautiful, capti-
vating scenes. Tell a story in your "ction and assume a strong voice in your poetry. Drink and 
blur these generic lines. If you keep writing and revising and writing (and, perhaps, drinking), 
you’ll end up with a strong piece and many pages worth of old drafts and rejection letters (and 
pub receipts). Take the drafts and letters and learn from them. !en, shred them, along with the 
receipts, into thin strips that will make comfortable bedding material for your pet rabbit.
— Jenna Jarvis
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AS QUIET AS THEY PLEASE
M&2-%($ (. C%.+(($.

!e fourth ,oor of the library
is a bad place to be
if the building catches "re.

Following proper etiquette
no one shouts or screams.
Even the alarms are silent.

!ere is no scraping of chairs,
no mad rush for the door.
Pages turn, meticulously .

Only the smoke rises,
zeros curling from decimal place,
"ling out in an orderly fashion.
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EMERGENCY, (A FAUX-SONNET,
'/5 62$(**%*

Relatively small, and spoken. Let the empty page
and box of envelopes. A shutter, tarmac.

Hands had to move so fast, we
singled out. Disappearing plastic valve.

If we navigated telling, could this
measure. Jacket, wall pegs, scarf.

Nations, if they do some good. Sharper,
as it glimmers. Still alive.

Current, rides these frequencies. !e wound
of meanings, bloodlet "ngers.

Stay with me, reason. Tactile,
auditory clues. Divulged, but rarely spoken.

A noble lie, compassionate. Before this
moment, choices. Corner of an eye.
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PHARMACOPOEIA
R. J/.(8- C%8(+

Ludicrous and cruel,
she lashes the window to the sill
with knots to make Gordius proud.
Dreams ,y out by that window
and angels ,y in.
Before changing for bed
she tracks Mercury through her telescope.
Across the street
William Blake’s telescope watches her change.

She goes to the doctor
for a suggestion,
a concoction;
he gives her a prescription
for venetian blinds.
She takes them.

Now her moonlit room is painted over in sunlight—
No more dreams.
No more angels.
No more peeping tom Blake.
Day is broken and she rests in morning.
Now she can "nally sleep.
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TWO DREAMS FROM A MOTEL ROOM
J/.-)% E.8&*/:%

1.
lit by the cold pale glow of a
small television’s static
in the center of a room

their teeth feigned gnashing
and tongues spread their wealth
across mechanical skin

staged goose pimples

and we never 
touched

not even the morning dew 
would creep in to kiss
and quench fevered foreheads.
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2.
people were gorgeous and grasping
at the edges of curtains
starving for a glimpse of the
sun breaking through a layer
of cloud

"ngers trembling despite them-
selves against the frayed cloth
ends

caressing strings gracelessly

and we never
touched

not even the re,ection 
o# a broken bottle sleeping
on the cracked pavement of 
the empty parking lot.
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QUINTET
H/=&( G//>

1
We live in the constant instant, body piled upon crumbling body. Security has a duty to
look up your skirt. !e Buddha is portrayed with his eyes closed for a reason.

2
Someone would eat the heart to gain courage; someone else the liver to gain strength. I
prefer to get my prescription re"lled.

3
Ignore the o# ramp ahead. !is isn’t the beautiful weather I remember from home. !is
isn’t the kind of pain I experienced at birth.

4
And if you concentrate harder, you might hear the clanking of robots on amphetamines,
a planet of scorched stumps, the ocean noisily burning as the gods sleep with their
windows shut.

5
For thirteen days now, it’s o?cially been fall, the yellow cab hitting the trees head-on. A
pair of crows confers in the nervous branches of an upright willow. When I was little, the
gold"sh in the bowl on the kitchen windowsill were always dying.
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COLLECTED WORKS
R/5('+ W-&+($(0

role with me, we are all immigrants
hear
us argue, foxing beneath this derelict
son
not yet two
years become four, then six
hate
what i’ve, what you’ve, what we’ve
become
to the corner of holland
and wellington     to marshalsea
me
standing there in the self-help section
reading dickens

but come quickly. bonne chance.
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I CARRY NO SCYTHE
M&2-($$( W&$$6.

two soles scrape up the body
of a red-headed tree.
 
danny rubs his "ngers against the rough bark,
raises a palm,
closes his eyes.
 
he isn’t praying.
he’s trying to photosynthesize.
 
i watch danny through the bending
sea of wheat.
 
the factory a mile away
taints the wind with halitosis.
 
danny scratches the cut near his mouth
as a raven lung agitates the sky;
a murder of crows dive into the grain between us—
pirates of food.
 
 “you’re a freak, aincha?” his daddy’d said that night,
slapping the fork from danny’s mouth at the kitchen table.
his mamma, who called danny her good china,
left the room with his sisters, quietly crying.
raised by his shirt collar and shoved to the ,oor,
danny stared up. noticed a new water ring on the ceiling.
his daddy cracked his knuckles.
“can’t help on the farm…can’t "ght back like a man…
worthless.”
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i stand, eyes on danny.
now danny’s watching me.
his death.
i carry no scythe.
 
danny looks over his shoulder,
to his rotting house,
to the sunset,
then back to me.
“i ain’t worthless,” he says.
i smile. “i know.”
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READING HEADLINES IN SLEEP
J. J. S+(&*D($>

Probably too many poems written about dreams
but what the endless sleeping waking sleeping hell
one more shouldn’t puncture the dream balloon:
In this dream I open a newspaper to which I don’t subscribe
and the "rst bold block-letter headline I see is ALL IS WELL
hokum, nonsense, wishful thinking, delusion, scam, I shout in the dream
then another headline: TOMORROW WILL BE EVEN BETTER
better than what? who’s trying to pull the wool over our eyes in my dream?
I open to another page and its hyperbolic words:
GOD WILL TALK TO EACH AND EVERY DENIZEN
denizen of what? where? and in which language?
and for how long? will there be a dialogue?
or will it be a one-sided conversation
where the listener winds up trembling
and sticking their head into wordlessness?
Before I wake up, I tell myself to look at one more page,
might as well be the back page:
YOU WILL HAVE INDESTRUCTIBLE TRUE LOVE.
!ank goodness, at least one newspaper report
I can believe in.
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TO THE MAN IN THE STREET
J/-* G'(0

Reporter sticks
a microphone in my face
while camera whirrs.

“What do you think
of the president’s choice
of attorney general?”

Like I have time
to examine the record
of every crooked lawyer
with ambition.

I’d love to stick
a microphone
in that reporter’s face.

“Should I cut the grass,
work on that leaking tap
or go drinking with my buddies?”

But I just mumble something.
I won’t be on the news.
But I’ll cut the grass,
"x the tap,
and that’s news to some people.
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WORDS FOR THE WORN OUT
B%&$% E$$(*5/E(*

and coughing heard in the night,
grandmothers digressing,
and sounds that go bump in the heart,
for the wind that reaches up the
dryer vent, settling a cold
"st around the "nished cycle
of clothes; I reach in
to "nd a shuddering tangle.
Later, at night,
my heels buzz against the
chilled sheets;
on my feet all day,
again, I guess.
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MERCURY
L(.$0 B%)('

 Kevin and his buddies circled the car slowly and seriously, as though it were a heavy ob-
ject that needed to be moved, a problem from physics class that needed to be solved. Now and 
then one of them would squat down and push his "nger through a rust perforation or crum-
bling bit of bondo. !e man had advertised it in Auto Trader as a “1964 Merc Marauder, gold 
in colour, as is” – but the gold, if it was truly there, had long ago been camou,aged by layers of 
rust and primer.
  “Why dya want to sell her,” asked Kevin. It was the "rst in a series of questions recom-
mended by Auto Trader for the well-informed car buyer. 
 “!e lad’s away at university now, eh,” the man said while shuFing from foot to foot 
as though he needed to pee.  “Need the garage back. And don’t bother asking for a test drive,” 
he added quickly, “it hasn’t moved of its own gumption since the day the lot of them brought it 
here. I had to push the damn thing out here on the driveway”  
 !ere was a brief and awkward silence which set the boys in motion circling the car 
once again. It looked glued in place, as immovable as a large boulder on ,at tires. It leaned per-
ceptibly to the right, which gave it a strange sense of speed, as though something this fast could 
not hold to straight lines.
  !e man sighed and looked at his watch.
  “Listen, I have to be back at work in 15,” he said. “My son and his pals paid two hun-
dred for it four years ago. You’s can have it for a hundred. !at seems fair, yeah?” 
 On the way over to the man’s house, on the bus, the boys had established an elaborate 
set of code words so that they could discuss their opinions clandestinely, but now, confronted 
by the man with his watch and his shuFing feet, they were rattled. Only Kevin seemed to have 
retained a rudimentary grasp of the cypher.
 “I better go see my sister Leah, tonight,” Mark blurted to no one in particular.
 “You mean you want to see Leah, or you don’t want to?” asked Kevin.
 “Yeah, yeah, I want to see her. I think. Don’t I?”
 “What about those Birmingham Six over there in England, they’re innocent, right?” 
Trent added.
 “Yeah innocent, and also, in my opinion, the Habs are gonna go all the way this year,” 
Rich added.
 “!e Habs,” asked Kevin? “You mean the Leafs, right?”
 “Look, take or leave it,” the man interjected "nally. “I gotta go.” 

***
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 Life, for the "rst time in a long time, had purpose. It turned out that the endless grind 
of high school actually did have an end, and maybe even some milestones along the way.  !e 
Montreal Olympics were a year o#.  !at was their "rst target – get the car running and snag 
some tickets to the hockey. !en after that a cool senior year of cruising with girls, going to 
concerts, driving out into the country with a 2-4 and lying in hay"elds watching the stars and 
smoking cigarettes. !en after graduation – boom, the ultimate road trip. !ey talked about 
how they might not even come back for college – just keep driving and driving.
 !e cafeteria became their war room. Mark bought a yellowed Rand McNally road atlas 
at a garage sale and they traced various routes to nowhere. Angry debates erupted about whether 
to head south and then west or west and then south. At one point, Trent made a case for north, 
up to Yellowknife maybe, but it was ultimately a lost cause. !ey’d all seen enough road trip 
movies to know that deserts and small, dusty southern towns provided the ultimate escape from 
adolescence.  Route 66, said Kevin with urgency. We gotta drive the 66.
Mark’s brother worked in a garage. He scored and old Marauder manual and supplied them 
with a stream of rusty car parts -- twisted, tortured fossils that were handed around over sand-
wiches at lunchtime. 
 !e car had found its new resting place in Kevin’s garage – his father being a "rm 
believer that projects like this kept kids out of trouble.  Boys came and went from the garage in 
ones and twos at all hours, without any advance notice or permission.  An enormous old Sears 
couch was dragged in for naps and overnighters. !e ,oor became littered with dirty t-shirts, 
suspect-looking underwear, worn out sneakers, fast-food containers, pyramids of beer empties.  
An old all-in-one stereo appeared one day, and piles of badly scratched LPs stacked themselves 
nearby. Pink Floyd, Genesis, the Who, Jethro Tull. Enough records to crackle the whole night 
away.
 Next door the old man who slept only two hours a night made frequent trips to his 
front window, watching the light leak out from around his neighbor’s garage door.  Maybe a 
sole boy was hunched under the hood, shirtless and swearing, or maybe the whole gang of them 
were in there, teasing each other or gathered around the manual, arguing about gapping spark 
plugs or replacing pushrods. After a bit, the old man would go back to bed, and dream regretful 
dreams from another time and place. 
 Gradually, the garage gathered the scars of their collective e#ort – blood, grease, ,uids, 
food and anonymous stains of all types marked the concrete, the car interior and the couch. 
When they tired of their work, they would drift to the couch one by one, until the whole pack 
of them were draped awkwardly about, like debris fallen haphazardly from the sky. !ey would 
point at the blood stains and retell the stories of their injuries and accidents while carving black 
gunk out from under their nails with ,athead screwdrivers.
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Often they woke up in the morning still on the couch, their hands loosely wrapped around 
their screwdrivers, the damp chemical smell of the garage coating their tongues and caught in 
their hair.

***
 Time passed quickly when they were working together, and the more they worked 
together, the more quickly time passed. !ey watched Team Canada lose all but one of their 
games on a TV they installed in the garage, looking up from time to time from "xing cracks in 
the cylinder head and rebuilding the carburetor. By graduation, the car had still not moved an 
inch from where it had been lowered by the tow truck two years earlier. !e same half gallon 
of gas, probably dating back to the sixties, still pooled at the bottom of the tank. !ey’d turned 
the key a few times, but never with the desired outcome. !ere was grinding noise or deathly si-
lence, sometimes the tailpipe coughed and gasped  (grey smoke for an oil leak, black for a choke 
problem – they’d become experts at reading smoke signals). Once ,ames even shot up from the 
carburetor, leaving a scorch mark on the ceiling.  
 Four of them departed for college in the fall of 1977. Trent stayed in town and enrolled 
in a welding apprenticeship. !ey made a solemn pact to return the next summer and "nish 
the job – and that "rst summer, all of them except Mark did come back. But something had 
changed. !e nights seemed long, the work tedious, the car hopeless. !e second summer, only 
Kevin and Trent returned to the work, and only sporadically and half-heartedly. By third year, 
Kevin was alone in his garage, and mostly he just sat forlornly on one the couch and drank beer. 
He knew it was over, but couldn’t bring himself to detach. And then, as college drew to a close, 
even Kevin "nally gave up. 
 Eventually all of them – individually, with girlfriends, or with college buddies who had 
functional cars – did make it south and then west. !ese were largely trips of disillusionment. 
!ey never found the south they were looking for. !e gas stations weren’t as dusty as they had 
imagined, the towns less ghostly. !ere were discount stores and factories around every bend. 
You had to book in advance to pitch a tent in the desert. It was hard to get lost because the sig-
nage was excellent and the roads were full of people who knew exactly where they wanted to go 
and had a desire to get there quickly. Each of them came to believe, in his own time, that things 
would have been very di#erent had they "nished the Merc. !is feeling would return sharply at 
speci"c moments throughout their lives.  

***
 Christmas, 1982. Kevin returned home to see his father, and as was his habit during 
these brief visits, he picked a quiet moment to wander out to the garage and visit the Merc. He 
wasn’t completely surprised to "nd it gone. He’d been bracing for this discovery for a long time.
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 !e garage had been scrubbed clean and cleared of its garbage. Only the records and 
the old hi-" were left, neatly packed in cardboard in a corner. In place of the car was an unfa-
miliar engine hanging from a hoist. He sat on the swept ,oor with a Labatt and slowly drank it 
down, staring up at the shiny engine suspended three feet in the air like a piñata.
 It took him until the next morning to gather the courage to raise the subject with his 
father.
 “Oh, yeah,” his father said around mouthfuls of sausage and egg. “I forgot to tell you, 
I needed the garage space. Me and some of the guys from work who are retiring next year are 
gonna build an airplane. Gonna ,y it down the coast to Mexico.” And at this, he placed his 
utensils on his plate and reached into his back pocket.
 “So where did it end up?” !is was the question Kevin had really been working up to, 
and now he gripped the edges of his chair in anticipation of the answer.
 “Oh don’t you worry Kev, it’s got a good home. A group of teenagers bought it. I joked 
with them that you retain visitation rights. You might want to teach them a thing or two about 
engines while you’re in town – they’re just a couple of streets over.
 With this, his father stretched out a hand with a few carefully folded bills from his 
wallet. 
 “You guys bought it for a hundred, right? So anyway, I thought that "fty would be a 
fair price.” He placed the bills on the table next to Kevin’s mug, and began to tell him the story 
of the airplane.
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GRANDMOTHER
C%..%*>'% N0G0D/'%G

can’t "nd her
son, again.

the 60 year old painter.
who summered
at the intersection
with a bagpipe &

took advice
from licence plates.

her joy
the art school sophomore:
seen a month ago

,eeing the western motel
of brandon, manitoba
jigging sticks
and easel in tow.

I say, old woman,
speak not in circles:
even the farthest craft
washes ashore

& I own a mobile phone
designed to raise the dead.
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THE OLD FAITHFUL
S%'%- Z=&2G('

!e old faithful
bind their brittle bones
and wade through piles
of shiny cracked plastic
and one cent candy wrappers,
searching for running water
(the rainbow in the ceramic sink).
Seashell fragments rest
in their lined palms,
waiting to be washed.
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GUIDE TO CANADA AND BEYOND
S).& L/H($$

 By the time I started grade school, my mother had had enough. Having drilled me 
in the rituals of looking both ways before crossing the road, of tying my shoelaces in a double 
knot, and of checking that the duck had not escaped from the back yard when I got home from 
school, she felt she had done her duty and took o# for Calgary the Monday after I walked into 
Miss Temple’s classroom for the "rst time.
 I realized that self-perfection was the only way to win her back. I wore my pencils down 
to the nub trying to perfect my a’s and c’s and e’s. With Miss Temple’s help, I could eventually 
manage all the letters except those that went below the line, but I refused to let this deter me in 
my quest for perfection. In grade three I got an A+ for my color wheel project, and in grade "ve 
came top of the class in the test on le système digestif. Before the end of grade six I could draw a 
map of the night sky with my eyes closed, and could recite, in the correct order, the list of every 
town the Via Rail train passed through between Montréal and Calgary. My father and Miss 
Temple were proud of me. It was time to go in search of my mother.
 Dad listened carefully as I described my plan, nodding now and again. When I "n-
ished, he sighed. 
 “Planning is such a hungry business, Emily,” he said. “I could eat a…”
 “Duck,” I said. Ole Huck, our duck, the duck I’d fed mornings and evenings, the duck 
I’d had to check had not escaped from the back yard, had long since gone to his "nal resting 
place beside Dad’s peonies, but we still honored his memory with a weekly visit to Yummy 
Duck’s Drive !ru’.
 I knew Dad was nerving himself to tell me something signi"cant by the way he hesitat-
ed over what to order. We always ate the same thing: one extra large tub of Yummy Duck legs. 
 We sat in the car outside the house and gnawed on our duck legs, Dad racing through 
his share as though a thief might reach in through the open window at any moment and rip the 
bucket out of his hands. 
 “!e key to catching a "re,y,” he said, gathering the paper napkins, smoothing them 
out on his knee, and folding them into halves, quarters, eighths, sixteenths, “is patience. And 
you must be careful, they’re fragile.” 
 I chomped down on my duck leg. “I know that,” I said. 
 “What I mean is…” He adjusted then re-adjusted the rearview mirror.  “Your moth-
er…” He gave a little cough. “Sylvia,” he said.
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 I felt a jolt in my left kneecap. It was the "rst time I’d heard him say her name since 
she’d left. Hearing it – just like that – made her real, an actual person, not the shadowy hand 
I half-felt touch me between my shoulder-blades when Dad and I watched the "reworks on 
Canada Day, or cheered on the Saint-Jean-Baptiste Parade, or when we drank green lemonade 
on St. Paddy’s Day, or turned on the Christmas lights. Sylvia. A real person. With un oesophage 
and un gros intestin. Would I recognize her? When she’d left, her hair had been short and black 
with feathery blue and pink bangs, but before that she’d worn it long and yellow with a green 
and purple streak over one ear. And now? 
 I dropped the duck leg I’d half-"nished back into the bucket. How tall was she? She 
used to tower over me, but so did Dad. Now he was only head, neck and a bit of shoulder taller. 
Could she swim? Did she throw like a girl, like Miss Temple? How would I tell her Ole Huck 
was dead? Suppose she didn’t like three-legged races, or lemon meringue pie, or Hockey Night 
in Canada, or not as much as me and Dad and Miss Temple? Suppose… 
Dad cleared his throat. “It’s a long way to Calgary,” he said, feeling in the pocket of the car door 
for his dog-eared edition of Guide to Canada and Beyond. He riFed through the pages. Qué-
bec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta. Pen lines tracing roads into and out of Calgary. 
Holes where the pen had gone through. 
 “What I’m trying to say, Emily.” He cleared his throat again. “Is that… Your mother… 
Well, the truth is that I don’t want you to get…” 
 His right hand let go its grip on the Guide to Canada and Beyond and hovered in the 
air between us like a tired pink bird that was lost and searching for its ,ock. I stared at the pink 
bird and thought of the evenings Dad would sit on my bed, listening to me reel o# the towns 
on the Via Rail line to Calgary, interrupting only if he had to, only because he knew I’d be mad 
with him if he let me miss one out. Of the times he’d peek round my bedroom door, trying not 
to disturb me as I practiced my j’s and q’s. “Hot chocolate?” he’d whisper, holding aloft my ‘pigs 
can ,y’ mug. Lying on our backs on the old tartan rug in the yard, staring up at the starry night 
sky, listening to Ole Huck shifting in the straw in his duck house. 
 “Orion’s Belt,” Dad would say. “See? !ose three bright stars?”
 I’d squint up into the expanse above and feel myself spinning away so fast from Dad, 
Ole Huck and the garden, that I’d have to squeeze my eyes tight shut. 
 “Where?” I’d ask. “Where? I don’t see them.” 
 “It’d be easier,” he’d say. “If you opened your eyes.” !e Milky Way. Jupiter. Aquarius. 
!e Big Dipper. Little Dipper.
 !e pink bird came home to roost on my left kneecap. 
 “My dear Emily,” Dad said, holding tight. Suddenly it was easier to imagine the end of 
the universe than the end of life with Dad.
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AKWESASNE
T&6 M//G S%*E

island on the st. lawrence between ontario and new york

cottage country
illusory
feelings of escape
  (the signage misleading
   akwesasne hard to "nd b/c of toll booths and
   Bridge to USA the only direction
a formality
strip mall, gas station and the border crossing
purple ribbon gift shop
  (in case you forgot your inuksuk
on the way to or from
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NEW DRIFTERS V
R0%* P'%++

We wore the school letter
in desertion. Private parties,
our housemates    quit
to quarter a pill
and collect unspoken in ash.

Organ keys stillborn or
vibraphone oscillating
a ceiling starless at the corners;
whatever trembled 
those dormant chords    you believed;
a numb whistle
slick between porch brick.

Its chasm grew like roman numerals
etching the ,oorboard’s crawl
for charred lungs    safekeeping.

I saw you online    topless 
in spray-tan, bloodied nose. 
Dashing open letters for prescriptions, 
for surgery    dispelling 
what you’d ever heard in that band
    as whatever.

As in those hours    muted
summoning a dragon 
from the snowed-in couch?
I scour the liner notes to no e#ect;
the insert    an empty lair.
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SWEPT UP
D%*&($ P(''0

 I.
 
 In high school I took drama because it’s the one class where they don’t try to teach you 
anything. I’d have to do the play in the late spring, but I didn’t care because no one I knew ever 
went to see it. We were doing !e Crucible and Mr. Jensen cast me as John Proctor because I 
could do it, he said, but mainly because I would do it. A couple of guys hated me for it because 
they were already playing the achievement game, investing heavily in local renown and expect-
ing it to pay out. !e part could have helped them meet a girl and get married, have kids and 
get divorced one day or not but be miserable regardless.

*
 Dad hadn’t said much the last few months, which made it pretty clear he was on his 
way out. I couldn’t blame him – he was only twenty when he moved in with Mom, and she al-
ready had me and my sister. All Mom was saying lately was that driving four nights a week from 
Waubnakee to Currie to pick me up after rehearsals was a pain. I was staying even on the days 
when Act 1, Scene 1 was scheduled, the ten minutes of the show that I wasn’t in. I had to know 
what tone was being set before I walked on. If that sounds like I committed, you’re right. I did. 
When I "rst announced the part to Dad, his glare made up my mind.
 Mom’s reaction was to giggle condescendingly and remind me how, just a few years 
before, I hadn’t even wanted to walk across the stage at Grade Eight graduation. She got that 
wrong: I hadn’t wanted to go at all. It wasn’t an achievement, and neither was John Proctor. To 
get the credit, everyone had to do the show, just like it had been when Mom was in school. On 
the rides home she kept asking who was playing my wife, Elizabeth, my Goody. It was the part 
she had wanted but didn’t get, though she said it was just as well because Proctor was a jock 
who had a girlfriend already, and besides, by the time she went on stage her pregnancy weight 
was helping "ll out her baggy costume as Tituba, the servant she was cast to play in blackface in 
the opening scene. Mr. Johanssen – my principal, her history teacher – burst into the classroom 
where the girls were changing minutes before the show and forbid Mom to wear the dark make-
up, though the way she saw it, Johanssen was just trying to see the drama girls in their under-
wear. Mom said she ,ubbed her opening line because of the commotion, as though Johanssen 
was the one who had cost her the chance get out of Currie Township and as far away as her 
talent would take her, which in my estimation was about fourteen kilometres down Highway 
402, not even to London, pulled over on the shoulder with a ,at. But these are the grudges we 
hold. 
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Mom also thought I was doing the show just for the kiss with Stella Callaghan, Goody Proctor, 
a blonde in her "nal year, one ahead of me, and my best friend Brian’s older sister, gross. Mom 
wasn’t as wrong as Dad, though, who lisped the few times he did talk to me, ,opping his wrist 
in front of his chest and saying dramma, like it rhymed with grandma. I didn’t bother correcting 
him, there was no point anymore. His jibes at me were the most he said to anyone.

 II.

 I had the biggest part so I was last in the curtain call, and the crowd – eighty people 
opening night, it felt like the whole town – it stood and it clapped its loudest for me before 
giving us a standing ovation. I doubt we deserved it, but in the front row were the students’ 
council try-hards who had witnessed this a week before when they scammed their way onto our 
class trip to see Death of a Salesman at the Grand !eatre in London. Mr. Jensen thought Death 
taught us more about failure and he told us he’d have mounted it were the cast not so small, as 
he didn’t want drama students building sets and rigging lights in place of the shop class co-ops 
(who just dicked around and called us Fucking queers most of the time, anyway).

*
 Mr. Jensen staged Proctor’s hanging in silhouette, and as the curtain fell I knelt swift-
ly to look like I was dropping but I slipped o# the riser and nearly did myself in. He saw the 
rope burn on my neck after and made a joke about Method. I had no idea what he was talking 
about. Every rehearsal, I had covered my script with notes, memorizing not just lines but 
actions along with them. Take two steps. Raise arm. Grab Mary’s throat HERE W. Sometimes 
my private stage directions even covered intonations. Yell. Sigh. Deadpan. !e only way I knew 
to conjure he who wasn’t me was to use consistent, planned actions, like checking o# a list, an 
approach rendered useless during the prison scene when Stella started actually crying. For three 
months of rehearsal she’d tried to turn it on at will only to be surprised that "rst night when her 
tears "nally came. My volume fell along with her faltering voice, and though black-clad Jensen 
tugged his earlobe at the back of the gym – the universal sign for Can’t hear you – I couldn’t well 
yell at my weeping wife. My options evaporated save for one: go with her. I don’t think the back 
rows knew how the play ended but in front they ate it up, and hence the ovation. !e lights 
came on and Mom and Dad rose from somewhere in the middle, applauding and cheering, and 
in the car on the way home they told me I’d been fantastic and that they hadn’t realized, even 
Mom, just how many lines I had and how I must have programmed every step, every pause, 
every everything. I shrugged them o# and said that Mr. Jensen was a good teacher when really I 
had learned from the masters: here they were praising me together at the right moment, choos-
ing words and facial expressions and tones of voice that showed a united front.
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 Or maybe they just got swept up in it.
 
 III.

 Dad left one week after the play closed, on a Saturday afternoon while I was working at 
Giant Tiger. Our family of four stayed up late the night before in the lawn chairs in the back-
yard around the "re pit where nothing burned tonight. Dad broke the news, and when Nancy 
started crying Mom led her into the house. It was just me and Dad then, and I was too old. He 
would have to explain. He lit up a cigarette and o#ered the pack.
 “No thanks,” I said.
 He laughed.
  “Already smarter than me,” he said. “You’ll be "ne.”
 “Why should I have to be?”
 He avoided my eyes.
 “You know, your mother and I,” he began. “We didn’t really choose this.”
 “No,” I said. “You’re leaving her.”
 He put his hands together then spread them apart, "nishing with his arms wide.
 “I mean this,” he said.
 I looked at him. He still wouldn’t look back.
 “Mortgage, family, booster shots, grass to cut – it all just sort of happened.”
 My eyes stretched open. Blood rushed to my face.
 “You’re saying you never wanted us!?”
 He didn’t answer.
 “Goddamnit! Why won’t you look at me!?”
 He faced me and his empty eyes stared right through me.
 “You can at least be a man about it,” I said. “Look me in the eye and say you don’t want 
me.”
 He cleared his throat.
 “Your mother...”
 “Me!”
 “You, and your sister, and your mother,” he said, “are the best thing that ever happened 
to me. I didn’t choose it, but that doesn’t mean I didn’t want it.”
 “You just don’t anymore.”
 “I just want to choose,” he said, "nally looking me in the eye. “I choose you, I choose 
your sister. I want to stay in your lives and everything–”
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 He looked at the ground. 
 “But?”
 “But your mother...”
 I turned away and let slip a loud disgusted breath.
 “I never said no to her once in my life,” he said. “Not since we were kids, even, riding 
the bus to school together. She pulled me along the whole way. And when things fell apart with 
your father...”
 “You’re my father.”
 He smiled.
 “No,” he said. “I’m not.”
 “But you taught me how to "eld a ground ball, and how to chop "rewood with an axe, 
and...”
 “You’ll never need those things,” he said. He shook his head. “Your life’s going a di#er-
ent way.”
 “What are you talking about?” I asked.
 “You already know there aren’t many options here.”
 “So...”
 “So you’re already choosing,” he said. “It’s not too late for you.”
 His mouth was slightly open in a pained expression, and the outer corners of his eyes 
looked heavy. I’d wake up in the morning and Mom would drive me into Currie, and by the 
time I got home he’d be gone. He butted out his cigarette and o#ered his hand. !at was it, a 
handshake. I gripped it – "rmly without squeezing, like he’d taught me.
 “You neither,” I said. He got up and went into the house, and once all the lights were 
out, so did I.
 
 IV.
 
 One of those afternoons as I rode home with Mom, a tornado crossed County Road 
17 between Currie and Waubnakee. At the end of a long laneway it tore the roof o# a giant pig 
barn and left pink insulation clouds in the trees behind and scrap metal in the corn stubble all 
the way to the road. Mom stopped the car on the shoulder and we gawked at the pickup trucks 
convening near the gate. Overweight, suspender-wearing farmers formed a circle and whistled 
and swore, arriving one after another until eventually Mom put the car back into gear and we 
drove on saying nothing as the sky thundered and rain pummelled the windshield. We stopped 
where Seventeen met Highway 2 and the red sign was four feet in diameter. It had been replaced 
with a bigger one every time someone had been T-boned there, and now a red light blinked 
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atop it day and night, as did others in a box on wires above the intersection, red for Seventeen 
and amber for Two. We looked left and right and then we drove through, which put us o?cially 
in Waubnakee. On the front lawns along Main Street, whole soaked families lined the cracked 
sidewalks and surveyed the clouds. Mom slowed as someone approached the car – Ernestine, 
my eighty-year-old great-great-aunt. We stopped and I rolled down my window as she hobbled 
up, her perm frizzing, destroyed by the weather.
 “Didn’t you hear?” she asked, creaky voice straining over rain and wind.
 “No,” Mom said.
 “Tornado warning: Waubnakee and Western Currie Township.”
 I laughed and said, “!anks,” and I cranked my window closed. Mom ,ashed me a 
dirty look as she stepped o# the brake, and as the car resumed its slow roll home, I knew: no 
matter how big the sign, these people would never stop.
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SHE STRETCHES THE DAY
S%$H%+/'( D&D%$2/

!e gorillas impress me, as well as the Dian
Fossey lookalike ponti"cating about the baby
Male, pounding his chest in a way
Suggesting early training in gorilla parody.
She points out an adolescent female,
Stretching and yawning, who rises
On two legs and swivels her hips
At the silverback brooding
Under the bough of an umbrella tree.

!ey have it pretty good here, the apes,
I think, as I stand there pursing my lips
And steaming the glass. I massage the nape
Of your neck for I know you are feeling
!e female gorilla, feeding o# her state
Of rebellious teasing. Dian Fossey’s
Twin remarks that the young ape
Will soon come into estrus. She hates
Imagining what the silverback will do.
Is it his daughter? I wonder aloud.
It’s not his daughter, it’s his niece,
Not that this makes it more palatable.
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Who can say what Nature "nds palatable?
It takes what it wants, as it breaks
What it wants. !e silverback can’t hear
!e wisdom of strangers. Does it take
A wide imagination to load the ape
With guilt—with moral sensibility?
It does. But I’m more concerned
With the stranger, sharper implications
Of a silverback who wouldn’t ,are
His nostrils at the sight of her,
!is nubile youngster with an attitude,
Future bête noire, gorilla Betty Boop.
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VICTOR CRUMP’S ULULATIONS
E$$(* F$//G(.

I, Victor Crump, an advertising copywriter at the Paragon Group, arrive at work on time with a mo-
cha grande latte in one hand and a bagged bran mu?n in the other. I breeze by the reception desk 
and grin at Margie so she knows I’ve shown up. In my o?ce I eat my breakfast o# the credenza and 
watch the message light on my phone blink. !e message might contain the results of a biopsy. !ree 
days ago, my doctor shaved some cells o# the top layer of a mole on my back. I tongue a chunk of 
bran mu?n o# the roof of my suddenly dry mouth and turn away. Work orders are piling up on 
my desk. One stamped “URGENT” is four working days past the due date, but I can be reasonably 
certain that the copywriter two doors down has picked up the project. I slip the work order into the 
recycling box under my desk and pull up my electronic scheduler. I see that a meeting I declined now 
mysteriously appears an “Accept.” My fail-safe excuse of “urgent copy deadline” seems to be wearing 
thin. !e message light keeps blinking. 

I hop online, read the CNN headlines, "nish my co#ee, email a gal I met in a martini bar for a drink 
and check my expense account to see if it has room for a sushi lunch.

I pull a work order out of the pile. It is overdue by three days. !ree days ago I slipped out for the 
biopsy and didn’t return to work. I set up a blank document then recall that it is now mandatory to 
use a Paragon Group copywriting template. I see that the Paragon Group’s name and logo take up 
the top third of the template. I click on it and reduce it to minuscule proportions. !e work order 
relays a terse recap of the meeting with the client, 3D Urbanza Software, and two product speci"cs. 
!e work order requires me to write copy for an eight-and-a-half-by-eleven-inch-folded-six-panel 
brochure on the pleasures of owning 3D Urbanza Software. I know zip about software. I wing it 
by extrapolating every Urbanza-related noun on the work order into a ten-word sentence. After a 
one-minute review of their website, I reluctantly become a ventriloquist ,uent in Urbanza. But ,uen-
cy isn’t enough; I need solid Urbanza software content. I ri,e through my recycling box in search of a 
prematurely chucked brochure and come up with my biopsy appointment card. !e mole felt a little 
tender when I was lying on my back in bed. I decide that’s normal; it’s healing. I rummage around in 
my top right-hand drawer; no Urbanza brochures, but I turn up four stray paintball tokens. 

Yet another meeting reminder ,ashes up on my screen. !e meeting with See!ru Doors is com-
mencing in the Paragon Group boardroom. I’m thinking catered snacks and head down the hall 
Before I leave my o?ce I punch the blinking message button on my phone then the delete key. My 
new fragility has me spooked. 
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 In the boardroom, four See!ru clients are hunched over their plates of croissants and fruit 
salad. I remember this group. !ey covertly think they can write advertising copy better than 
the copywriters. !ey also tacitly resent the fact that I wear jeans and a hoodie to work every 
day and make more money than they do. !ey are management types either on their way up or 
their way down in the corporate structure. !e See!ru clients, their elbows resting on eighteen 
feet of hand-oiled burl mahogany, look up intermittently from their plates and glance at their 
newly hatched three-word tagline, “Doors that work.” !ese three words have been pasted on a 
black storyboard that dangles from the ceiling under a 120-watt halogen bulb. See!ru has been 
billed eight thousand dollars for the tagline. I read their minds. !ey’re thinking: How hard 
could it be to come up with three stupid words? I take my seat and smile at them. !ey’re right, 
it’s easy money.

Asking clients to approve copy in a boardroom quickly comes down to a worst-case scenario. 
My stomach ,ip-,ops when one of the clients, a senior guy, looks at me chewing my chocolate 
crème Bon Vivant croissant and says blandly, “!ere are a few little niggles in the copy I’d like 
to clear up.” 

!e client taps the paper in front of him: “I think the word ‘random’ might be too vague. I 
mean like ‘random’ what? In the context of exterior aluminium-clad doors ‘random’ doesn’t 
seem to "t. What does ‘random’ really mean anyway?”

Copywriter smiles muni"cently: “I chose ‘random’ because it gives your customer base the 
opportunity to interject into the creative concept his or her own meaning and experiences with 
aluminium-clad doors.” 

!e client silently considers the copywriter (me). !e client would like to say, “!at’s ridicu-
lous,” but secretly fears he’s already being regarded as a bigoted hick, so instead says: “I see what 
you mean, Victor, but ‘random’ brings to my mind, anyway, the idea of ‘random attack.’ I don’t 
think we want that. We’re not attacking anything are we?”

I lean slightly forward in my chair and mentally raise the victory ,ag. I make eye contact and 
say, “Right, Otto, but let me think about that for a second.” [Meaningful pause ensues.] “You 
know, I think I hear what you’re saying. ‘Random attack’ is strong messaging, but in our last 
product attribute session you indicated that you want to take an aggressive marketing approach. 
We’re randomly attacking your customers’ preconceived ideas about the aluminium-clad exteri-
or door market. We want to aggressively imprint your product attributes on the target market.”
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Client:  “Really good. I’m liking the creative a lot. !e hard-line messaging aligns quite well 
with our product positioning. I think we all see that now.” 

I watch him wring the cap o# his bottled water.

Copywriter: “Good. It’s a baby step toward increasing your market share one segment at a time. 
And we’re closer to getting those aggressive returns you want for your private equity investors.”  

I stumble on that last part, not knowing what private equity investors are or do or whether the 
client actually has any. For a second I consider pointing out that the client’s main competitor, 
UltraStrong Doors, has private equity investors, but I don’t know that, so I "le the notion under 
“Mental Bullshit” for future reference. I ,ash on the mole on my back and whether I’d put a 
Band-Aid on it after I showered this morning.        

Client:  “Excellent, this is one great communications piece. You’ve put the right spin on the 
message.”

I pop the last of the croissant in my mouth. Note to clients: Unless you want to appear a com-
plete doofus, never try to sound hip by using a piece of outdated advertising lingo like ‘spin’ at 
the boardroom table.  

After two beers with my sushi lunchbox, the six-panel brochure copy looks more doable. !e 
message light on my phone is blinking again. Fear gnarls my insides. I remind myself that the 
doctor said the mole “probably isn’t anything.” Still, it’s a biopsy. I am acutely aware that some-
thing darkly sinister, okay death, could be lurking on the edges of my life. 

I can’t locate the Paragon Group template in the company directory, so I check my hard drive. 
While raking around in my U drive I run across my “ByeBye” "le. It contains an un"nished 
letter to my ex girlfriend, who married a thoracic surgeon within a month of our break-up. I 
open the letter – not to access additional insight into my emotional immaturity at the time, nor 
to rekindle my craving for Olivia – but to sift slowly through the sentences looking for evidence 
of my writerly giftedness that would con"rm, once and for all, that I can write better than ad-
vertising deserves. I decide the stream of self-serving drivel I’m reading only proves, if anything, 
that I didn’t really love Olivia. If I had, the passion on the page would be a shining tribute to 
my true literary worth. But none of this matters anyway since I have little interest in writing my 
own stu# outside of advertising. In fact, I may have little time left to do anything at all. !is 
shock-jock thought numbs my hands and feet. 
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I locate the copy-writing template in “Miscellaneous.” I begin to write by boosting key Urbanza 
words – “continuous improvement”; “user-friendly software advancements”; “convenient access” 
– o# the website and smear them around on the page. A weak message light begins to ,icker on 
and o# in my brain. Maybe I could get a book of haiku published, fast. My speed and pro"cien-
cy in writing advertising copy makes me think that, in all probability, with a bit tighter focus, 
I could become a published and recognized writer of haiku poetry. Depending on how much 
time I have left, maybe I could even teach university-level haiku and become a guest speaker at 
haiku writers’ festivals. 

I look at the 3D Urbanza Software heads and subheads I’ve written for the panel brochure. 
!e copy is coming together so seamlessly that I decide to treat myself to an extra hot double 
espresso with triple sugar. !is beverage can be made in the Paragon Group’s kitchen with a 
"fteen-hundred-dollar espresso machine, but I decide that walking across the street to a co#ee 
joint will do me more good. When I take my place in the line-up, I notice, standing 
in front of me, the “random attack” client who grilled me in the boardroom. He glances over his 
shoulder but doesn’t recognize me. I’m surprised I feel bad about this. I return to my desk with 
my espresso and begin cribbing solid blocks of copy from the Urbanza Software brochure that 
an anonymous person left on my desk. I gently massage the sentences to make them my own. 
!e stillness in my o?ce is oppressive. !e afternoon light streaming in behind the credenza 
casts a blurry facsimile of my silhouette on the facing wall. I move, it moves. In some kind of 
out-of-body experience I appreciate that I am observing my life in motion. Tears sting my eyes. 
I lean back in my chair and try to feel the Band-Aid on what’s left of the mole.  

Silently moving my lips, I read what I have written. !e copy ,ows gently downstream over the 
commas and periods to the bottom of the page. But ,uency in corporate-se does not preclude 
client revisions. !ese become painful when the client scrutinizes every sentence into oblivi-
on, and the words get pounded down into a long mantra that eventually sheds every ounce of 
meaning. An example of shockingly over edited FINAL COPY: “!e front line for the correct 
choice is always the benefactor of decision-making.”  For starters, where or what is a ‘front line’?  
And the high falootin’ use of the word ‘benefactor’? What are we selling here? Paper towels to 
the Vatican?  

It’s four o’clock and time to head home. !e blinking message light is playing with my mind. I 
pick up the receiver and punch the button.  A woman’s nasally voice says, “!is is Dr. Radley’s 
o?ce. !e results of your biopsy are negative.”  I feel a seismic shift taking place as the pieces 
of my life jostle back into position. Relief swells my chest with tears. I release a sigh that sounds 
more like a shudder. 
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I peddle home and lock up my bike in the security room at my condo complex. I glance at 
myself on the closed-circuit TV screen overhead. I look young. I am young. I don’t have cancer. 
Tomorrow morning, I’ll step into the Paragon Group elevator with suited-up businessmen and 
enjoy speculating that my day will go better than theirs. !e price I pay for my life of privilege 
is habituation to banality. 
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REPATRIATION
A-&6.% T&6/+(/ B/>-'I*

 National Museum of the American Indian, NYC

In the museum of our people, I take you by the hand,
through the exhibits. It means something to kiss you here.
By the exhibit on Native skateboarding and (land)sur"ng,
I take your tongue into my mouth, and you, mine.

Interesting to think we are protected. Our art and bodies,
for once, protected. People need to go through security
to get to us.

Perhaps this is where we are most safe—behind glass,
security guards.

People can’t say shit—or there’ll be consequences.

You’re gonna say something to two queer Native boyz in a
Native museum, really?

Who knew this is where our kiss-ins should be?

But less protest, and more a?rmation.

We come home.

At places the general public can’t enter with weapons.

Past the electric wands and electric gates, where you have
to pay admission to see us.

Perhaps they will bring o#ering. Centuries in waiting.

Grand Entry.
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Perhaps this is where queer powwows can occur. Where
urban Indianz can go. Where we can make out. Have our
49er songs. Where we can imagine 1491.

We seal the deal with a kiss.

Amongst other works of art.

I take you here before I make love to you.

!ere is a pattern, processional. A protocol for mating.

I will take you here; then we will eat.

!en we will eat again.

You so good against my tongue.

You, the one treasure I stole from the museum.

Repatriated.
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